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EVERY SHIFT HOCKEY™ MAKES FIRST CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION 

TO WASHINGTON DC’S FORT DUPONT ICE ARENA 
 

Home to Oldest Minority Hockey Club In North America, Only Ice Rink in Nation’s Capitol 
To Receive $10,000 For Youth Programming  

 
WASHINGTON, DC – Every Shift Hockey™, the charitable hockey apparel company founded just 
last year by local, 21 year-old ice hockey player Will Rosen, announced today a $10,000 
contribution to the Fort Dupont Ice Arena in Washington, DC https://www.fdia.org. The 
contribution is made possible from profits earned by selling Every Shift Hockey apparel on 
www.everyshifthockey.com where players and fans alike purchased athletic shirts, baseball and 
trucker hats, pullovers, and other cool hockey gear with the Every Shift is a Gift™ logo. 
 
“‘Every Shift Hockey’ came from two main inspirations. First, to spread the message that in hockey 
and in life, ‘Every Shift is a Gift’ and second, to sell gear that allows us to support great causes 
like Kids On Ice® programming at the Fort Dupont Ice Arena (FDIA),” said Will Rosen, CEO of 
Every Shift Hockey™.  
 
“This is an extraordinary gift from an extraordinary young man,” said Murry N. Gunty, Chairman 
of Friends of Fort Dupont Ice Arena, the non-profit organization that operates the rink.  “What Will 
has accomplished at such a young age is remarkable, and that he is choosing to make this 
significant donation to the rink and community in which he grew up shows his tremendous 
character. We are grateful for Will’s contribution and recognition of the importance of FDIA in 
Wards 7 & 8 in Washington, D.C.” 
 
FDIA is a place that provides multiple character-building opportunities and participants gain self-
esteem while learning respect, fairness, reliability, courtesy, responsibility, sportsmanship, and 
the value of practice, and perseverance.  The overwhelming majority of program participants 
attend schools in underserved neighborhoods east of the Anacostia River in the District.  This 
donation is specifically targeted towards Kids On Ice® Learn To Play Hockey student 
scholarships, USA Hockey registrations, and needed hockey equipment including hockey skates. 
 
Rosen will begin his collegiate hockey career this year as a student-athlete playing for St. Anselm 
College in Manchester, New Hampshire. Rosen played locally for Team Maryland and Gonzaga 
College High School during high school and spent last season playing junior hockey for Team 
Maryland’s EHL program where he served as an alternate captain. 
 
### 
 
About Every Shift Hockey. Rosen founded Every Shift Hockey in 2021 during the COVID-19 
pandemic to share the message that, on the ice and in life, you can’t take anything for granted. 
When growing up playing youth hockey, Rosen’s mom would remind him before every game that 
“Every Shift is a Gift.” He turned that expression into the mission behind Every Shift Hockey, 
where all profits go to charity. 

https://www.fdia.org/
http://www.everyshifthockey.com/

